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 Formation of a BISPC-LBL interface with a biotechnological device 350 Technical details of the designed interface and the
software algorithms for its operation **Figure 7.14** BISPC-LBL interface (compare with Figure 7.12, the first entry in the

second column is a complete application including the interface) In a similar way, other kinds of biotechnological devices could
be interfaced, such as biosensors. One of the existing commercial examples is the ABL200 Plus device for the automatic and
accurate measurement of the concentrations of antigens and antibodies in different biological fluids (Figure 7.15)1. **Figure

7.15** ABL200 Plus device (compare with Figure 7.13) The ABL200 Plus is an "electronic transducer" that performs the
immunoassay reaction. This is an important piece of equipment, because it facilitates the measurement of many antibodies and

antigens, it provides highly accurate and reliable results, it is very useful for the differential diagnosis of pathological conditions,
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and it can be used for the assessment of immunological responses to vaccines. The analysis of antigens and antibodies in
biological samples such as blood, serum, and plasma is performed by the ABL200 Plus machine via the following reaction steps:

* antigen-antibody reaction * antibody-enzyme-label conjugate reaction * enzymatic reaction with detection of enzymatic
products The ABL200 Plus supports the following reagents: * buffer * antigen or antibody * coating agent * enzyme label *
blocking agent The ABL200 Plus can be used in an indirect (competitive) or an _inhibition_ (in the indirect, the amount of

antigen in the sample is determined by blocking the reaction) or direct method (antibody or antigen is detected directly). The
electronic immunoanalyser operates on the principles of electrochemical detection, which implies the following main steps: 1. 1.
Buffers are used to maintain the pH of the solutions and to minimize the diffusion resistance to the current and the diffusion of

the redox molecules (oxidants) through the solution. 2. 2. Antibody or antigen is added to the sample to be analysed and
incubated for a 82157476af
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